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personally, ive never felt the need to use their workout logging functionality. as such, i dont have much to say about it. trainerroad is a bit more robust than zwift, but the best features arent the ones youll use. if you have a trainer, though, theres no better way to train than to simply connect and
execute your structured workouts. youll also have the ability to view and progress your data in a number of different ways. theyre not bad, just not really that different from other apps. it all depends on what youre comfortable with and what your goals are. if you want to be the absolute best at
something, then youll want to use their structured workouts. if youre just looking to ride as much as you can and dont care about being the absolute best at anything, then youll want the workout logging functionality. as for functionality, trainerroad is robust and flexible. the app features a variety
of training types: interval workouts, time trials, power training, and others. they also have a plethora of training plans from a variety of pros. other features include offline workouts, a navigation/touring mode, a simple training diary, the ability to create your own workouts, an automatic workout
builder, and dozens of training features. it supports a number of wearable technologies, including ant+, bluetooth smart, ant+, ant+, ant+, bluetooth smart, bluetooth smart, ant+, ant+, ant+, ant+, ant+, ant+, ant+, ant+, ant+, ant+, ant+, ant+, ant+. for this, i selected a virtual trainer,
because i dont have a real trainer set-up. all of my workouts are uploaded to strava, which is on my phone, and as a result my workouts are very structured. i also have a new garmin, so i could have easily integrated that into trainerroad, but since the majority of my structured workouts are on
strava, i dont need to. the workout was easy to create, but i did find it a bit lacking in the customization. i would have liked to have been able to enter my goal wattage, but for $2.99 this is a very affordable option. other than that, it was easy to use and ive been able to keep my structured
workouts on-track this whole week. the goal for this workout was to try and cover about 10-15% of my total target range, which is around 500-600 calories. i started with a 5-min warm-up, a 30-min structured workout, and an easy 10-min cool down. i found the structured workout to be easier
than the way i ride, and they have the ability to pause and pick up where you left off if you have to take a bathroom break or something, which is great.
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this is a good feature, having target zones for cadence, hr, power and distance. this would work well when using a peloton bike. it is a shame we cant see a map like this on a smart trainer, a bit like zwift. ive always found zwift to be cool, but its never clicked with me. im not much of a racer and
zwift doesnt offer that, and i find its lack of real physical elements of cycling to be a distraction. this is why i prefer trainerroad. its pretty much all about the riding. as such, its a lot more intuitive than zwift. all you need to do is pick one of their many highly curated plans, or create your own. once

youve chosen a plan, the app will walk you through your training. its not perfect, but its easy enough to use and will help you to be successful. its interface is not cluttered, but its also not overly simplistic. this is where trainerroad really shines. there are two ways to use their training plans:
structured workouts and workout logging. structured workouts are created by their most popular coach, ben robinson. the workouts can be done in trainerroad, on your own, or done directly on your trainer. if its done on your trainer, the plan will sync to it. it will then appear as a branded workout

on your cycling computer or app. structured workouts are the most popular type of plan, and theyre always insanely good. for example, they have a plan that takes you on an epic ride from yorkshire to the pyrenees, and then comes back home. its like a gran fondo with bike paths for miles on
end. or, they have a plan for that perfect training day with a video of a hot chick in a bikini on a mountain bike. 5ec8ef588b
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